AWAY ELECTIVE CHECK-OFF LIST FOR NON VSAS SCHOOLS
(Look on other side for list of VSAS ‘Schools’)

Today’s Date: _____________________

Name: _______________________________ Phone/Pager# ___________________________

Name of School Applying To: ____________________________________________________________

After completing the Check-Off List and application please return all materials to Linda’s mailbox located in the SAO.

1. Please allow approximately 10-14 business days for this application to be processed by the SAO. You will receive an e-mail when your application is completed.

2. You must supply a course description with this application. If a course description is not available, you need to call the department you’re applying in (i.e. Medicine) and ask them to create one. Dr. Parker will not review or approve this application unless a description is included.

3. You must list the dates of the elective(s) on the “other” schools application.

PLEASE MARK BELOW ALL THAT APPLY
(Items listed below are most often requested by other schools when applying for an elective)

☐ I need an official transcript

☐ I need a Letter of Good Standing/Statement from the Dean

☐ I need a Malpractice/Immunization/Criminal Background Check Letter

☐ I need the Visiting Medical Student Health Clearance Form signed (You must transfer your immunization information onto the “away” schools form if you want Dr. Parker to sign it. Your immunization records are available at https://i4w.ais.ucla.edu/ils/login.aspx?izAppId=edu.ucla.sdh.pncweb. You must attach a copy of your immunization records to the form.

☐ I need proof I’ve had a Respiratory Mask Fit “test” (Beginning with students’ who matriculated in 2005)

☐ Other: __________________________________________________________________________

Need Respiratory Mask Fit “test” (Only if you matriculated before 2005 - call Occupational Health {310-825-6771} to schedule appt.)

☐ HIPAA Certificate – PROVIDED BY YOU. Found at http://hr.healthcare.ucla.edu/hipaa/requestcert.asp

☐ Board Scores – PROVIDED BY YOU. We DO NOT have paper copies of your scores

☐ Health Insurance Card - PROVIDED BY YOU. We DO NOT keep records of your insurance information

☐ I will pick up the completed application ☐ Please mail completed application to:

You will receive an e-mail when the application is available for you to pick up.
The following 63 school will be receiving visiting student applications through VSAS:

- Albany Medical College
- Boston University
- Brody School of Medicine at East Carolina University
- Columbia University
- Creighton University
- Dartmouth Medical School
- Emory University
- George Washington University
- Georgetown University
- Loma Linda University
- Loyola University Chicago
- Medical University of South Carolina
- Mercer University
- Mount Sinai
- New York Medical College
- Ohio State University
- Ohio State University
- Oregon Health & Science University
- Pennsylvania State University
- Southern Illinois University
- State University of New York at Buffalo
- State University of New York Upstate
- Stony Brook University
- Temple University
- Texas A&M Health Science Center
- Tulane University
- University of Alabama
- University of Arizona
- University of Arkansas
- University of California Irvine
- University of California San Diego
- University of California San Francisco
- University of Colorado Denver
- University of Connecticut
- University of Florida
- University of Hawaii
- University of Iowa
- University of Kansas
- University of Kentucky
- University of Louisville
- University of Massachusetts
- University of Miami Miller
- University of Michigan
- University of Minnesota
- University of Mississippi
- University of Missouri – Columbia
- University of Missouri-Kansas City
- University of Nevada
- University of New Mexico
- University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
- University of Oklahoma
- University of Rochester
- University of South Florida
- University of Tennessee
- University of Texas HSC, San Antonio
- University of Texas Southwestern
- University of Vermont
- University of Virginia
- University of Washington
- Vanderbilt University
- Wake Forest University
- Washington University in St. Louis
- Weill Cornell Medical College *
- Wright State University

* VSAS host school status pending